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QUANTIZATION OF POISSON HOPF ALGEBRAS
JÁN PULMANN AND PAVOL ŠEVERA
Abstract. We describe a method for quantization of Poisson Hopf algebras in
Q-linear symmetric monoidal categories. It is compatible with tensor products
and can also be used to produce braided Hopf algebras. The main idea comes
from the fact that nerves of groups are symmetric simplicial sets. Nerves of
Hopf algebras then turn out to be braided rather than symmetric and nerves
of Poisson Hopf algebras to be infinitesimally braided. The problem is thus
solved via the standard machinery of Drinfeld associators.
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2 JÁN PULMANN AND PAVOL ŠEVERA
1. Introduction
One of the most natural deformation quantization problems is quantization of
Poisson Hopf algebras [3], i.e. of commutative Hopf algebras with a compatible
Poisson bracket. Given a Poisson Hopf algebra with product m0, coproduct ∆0,
antipode S0, Poisson bracket p, unit η and counit ǫ, the problem is to deform m0,
∆0, and S0 to
m~ =
∞∑
n=0
~nmn ∆~ =
∞∑
n=0
~n∆n S~ =
∞∑
n=0
~nSn
so that the result is still a Hopf algebra and so that
m−mop = ~ p+O(~2).
The deformation should be given by universal formulas with rational coefficients,
i.e. as a morphism of props
Hopf → PoissHopf(Q)~,
and thus usable for quantization of Poisson Hopf algebras in arbitrary Q-linear
symmetric monoidal categories and functorial in a rather strong sense. Furthemore,
it is natural to demand the quantization to be compatible with tensor products of
Hopf algebras; equivalently it means that the morphism of props is compatible with
a suitable cocommutative coalgebra enrichment.
Quantization of Poisson Hopf algebras includes, in particular, quantization of
Lie bialgebras, which was solved in the seminal work of Etingof and Kazhdan [5].
Nonetheless, the problem of quantization of Poisson Hopf algebras is stronger and
appears more natural.
We solve this problem using nerves of Hopf algebras. The nerve of a group
is not just a simplicial set, but a symmetric simplicial set. A similar statement
is true for nerves of commutative Hopf algebras. If we replace the symmetric
structure with a braided one, we get nerves of (possibly braided) Hopf algebras.
An infinitesimally braided structure corresponds to nerves of Poisson Hopf algebras,
and their quantization can thus be obtained by Drinfeld associators (which are
machines producing braided structures out of infinitesimally braided ones).
The natural setup for our method is slightly more general: quantization of Pois-
son Hopf algebras in infinitesimally braided categories to braided Hopf algebras.
At the end of the paper we also describe the outcome of our method when applied
to quantization of suitable Poisson Hopf algebroids.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Algebras, coalgebras, Hopf algebras. An algebra (or a monoid) in a
monoidal category C is an object A ∈ C equipped with an associative product
m : A ⊗ A → A and with a unit η : 1C → A of m. Similarly a coalgebra C ∈ C
is equipped with a coassociative coproduct ∆: C → C ⊗ C and with a counit
ǫ : C → 1C.
If C is a braided monoidal category (BMC) and if A1, A2 ∈ C are algebras then
so is A1 ⊗A2 with the product [7]
A1 A2 A1 A2
A1 A2
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and with the unit 1C ∼= 1C ⊗ 1C
ηA1⊗ηA2−−−−−−→ A1 ⊗A2. In this way algebras in C form
a monoidal category.
An algebra A in a BMC C is commutative if the product m : A⊗A→ A satisfies
m = m ◦ βA,A.
A
A A
=
A
A A
The tensor product of two commutative algebras in a symmetric monoidal category
(SMC) is commutative, but in a BMC it is, in general, not true.
A coalgebra H in the monoidal category of algebras in a BMC C is a (braided)
bialgebra. Explicitly this means that H is both an algebra and a coalgebra in C and
that we have the identities
=
and
ǫ ◦ η = id1C , ∆ ◦ (η ⊗ η) = η, ǫ ◦m = ǫ⊗ ǫ
(where we tacitly identify 1C ⊗ 1C with 1C via the canonical isomorphism).
A (braided) Hopf algebra in a BMC C is a bialgebra H with an additional mor-
phism S : H → H (the antipode) such that
m ◦ (id⊗S) ◦∆ = m ◦ (S ⊗ id) ◦∆ = η ◦ ǫ.
We shall always demand the antipode S to be invertible.
2.2. Lax monoidal functors. A lax monoidal functor is a functor F : C1 → C2
between two monoidal categories, equipped with natural transformations (called
coherence morphisms)
cFX,Y : F (X)⊗ F (Y )→ F (X ⊗ Y ), c
F
1 : 1C2 → F (1C1)
making F compatible with the associativity and the unit constraints of C1 and C2
(see e.g. [6] for details). Coherence morphisms can be graphically depicted, with
morphisms going upwards, as
F (X) F (Y )⊗
F (X ⊗ Y )
1C2
F (1C1)
A strong monoidal functor is a lax monoidal functor whose coherence morphisms
are isomorphisms. A strict monoidal functor is a strong monoidal functor whose
coherence morphisms are identities.
A natural transformation αX : F (X) → G(X) between two lax monoidal func-
tors F,G : C1 → C2 is monoidal if
αX⊗Y ◦ c
F
X,Y = c
G
X,Y ◦ (αX ⊗ αY ) and α1C2 ◦ c
F
1 = c
G
1 .
Lax monoidal functors form a category with monoidal natural transformations as
morphisms.
A lax monoidal functor F : C1 → C2 between two BMCs is braided if
F (βC1X,Y ) ◦ c
F
X,Y = c
F
Y,X ◦ β
C2
F (X),F (Y )
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where βX,Y : X ⊗ Y → Y ⊗X denotes the braiding.
Lax monoidal functors send algebras to algebras: If X ∈ C1 is an algebra then
F (X) ∈ C2 is an algebra via the compositions
F (X)⊗ F (X)→ F (X ⊗X)→ F (X), 1C2 → F (1C1)→ F (X).
Braided lax monoidal functors send commutative algebras to commutative algebras.
2.3. Props. A prop is a symmetric strict monoidal category whose objects are
symbols •n, n ≥ 0, with the tensor product of objects •m ⊗ •n = •m+n and with
the unit object 1 = •0. A braided prop is a braided strict monoidal category with
the same property. Every prop is automatically also a braided prop.
A morphism of (braided or ordinary) props F : P1 → P2 is a braided strict
monoidal functor such that F (•) = •.
Typically a (braided or ordinary) prop P is constructed by requiring the object
• ∈ P to be an algebra of some kind, e.g. a Hopf algebra.
Example 2.1 (Prop of commutative algebras). Let Com be the prop of commuta-
tive algebras. It is generated by morphisms m : •• → • and η : 1 → • modulo the
relations saying that m is commutative and associative and that η is a unit for m.
Com can equivalently be defined by a universal property: if C is a strict sym-
metric monoidal category (SMC) and A ∈ C a commutative algebra then there is
a unique strict symmetric monoidal functor F : Com → C such that A = F (•) as
a commutative algebra. In other words, Com is initial among strict SMCs with a
chosen commutative algebra. If C is not strict then there is a strong (but possibly
non-strict) F which is unique up to a monoidal isomorphism.
Morphisms •m → •n can be represented graphically as
m = 5
n = 4
with joining lines corresponding to the product •• → • and missing lines to the
unit 1 → •, i.e. as maps {1, . . . ,m} → {1, . . . , n}. Composition of morphisms is
then equal to the composition of these maps.
Example 2.2 (Braided prop of commutative algebras). Let BrCom be the braided
prop of commutative algebras. It is again generated by two morphisms m : •• → •
(the product) and η : 1 → • (the unit). The morphisms •m → •n are now braids
with m strands, non-bijectively attached at the top:
m = 5
n = 4
We have a morphism of braided props BrCom → Com obtained by forgetting the
braid and keeping only the resulting map.
BrCom is initial among strict BMCs with a chosen commutative algebra.
Example 2.3 (Braided prop of Hopf algebras). Let BrHopf be the braided prop
of Hopf algebras with an invertible antipode. This braided prop is generated by
morphisms m : •• → •, ∆: • → ••, η : 1→ •, ǫ : • → 1, and S, S−1 : • → •, modulo
the defining relations of Hopf algebras and S ◦ S−1 = S−1 ◦ S = id.
BrHopf is initial among strict BMCs with a chosen Hopf algebra with an invert-
ible antipode.
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3. Symmetric simplicial spaces
An (augmented) symmetric simplicial object in a category S is a functor
Com
op → S.
Informally speaking, we want to study the case when S is a “category of spaces”. We
take the dual point of view and replace “spaces” with commutative algebras. Hence,
if C is a symmetric monoidal category and ComAlg(C) the category of commutative
algebras in C, our object of interest is the category of functors
Com → ComAlg(C),
i.e. (augmented) symmetric cosimplicial commutative algebras in C.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose C is a symmetric monoidal category. The category of
functors
Com → ComAlg(C)
is isomorphic to the category of symmetric lax monoidal functors
Com → C
with monoidal natural transformations as morphisms.
Namely, if F : Com → C is symmetric lax monoidal then F (•n) is a commutative
algebra in C as •n is a commutative algebra in Com (being a tensor power of the
commutative algebra •), and thus F becomes a functor Com → ComAlg(C).
Proof. To get the isomorphism in the opposite direction, if F : Com → ComAlg(C)
is a functor then we can define a symmetric lax monoidal structure on F as follows:
cFX,Y is the composition,
F (X)⊗ F (Y )→ F (X ⊗ Y )⊗ F (X ⊗ Y )→ F (X ⊗ Y )
where the first arrow comes from
X = X ⊗ 1
idX ⊗ηY
−−−−−→ X ⊗ Y and Y = 1⊗ Y
ηX⊗idY
−−−−−→ X ⊗ Y
and the second arrow is the product in F (X ⊗Y ), and cF1 is the unit 1C → F (1) of
the commutative algebra F (1). 
4. Nerves of Hopf algebras
4.1. Nerves of groups and groupoids. If S is a set, let PairS denote the pair
groupoid of S, i.e. the groupoid with the set of objects S and with a unique mor-
phism between any two objects.
The (symmetric augmented) nerve of a groupoid G is the functor
NG : Com
op → Set
given on objects by
NG(•
n) = Hom(Pair{1,2,...,n}, G).
On morphisms it is given by seeing them as maps {1, 2, . . . ,m} → {1, 2, . . . , n}.
If G is a group, this means
NG(•
n) =
{
g : {1, 2, . . . , n}2 → G | g(i, i) = 1 and g(i, j) g(j, k) = g(i, k)
}
and we have a bijection
(1) NG(•
n) ∼= Gn−1, g 7→
(
g(i, i+ 1) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1
)
.
We can recognize nerves of groups among all functors N : Comop → Set using
(1) as follows. Let us consider the morphisms φi : •• → •
n
φi =
i i+ 11
· · ·
n
· · ·
(1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1)
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and the resulting map
(2)
(
N(φ1), . . . , N(φn−1)
)
: N(•n)→ N(••)n−1.
We then have the following elementary and well known result.
Proposition 4.1. The assignment G 7→ NG is an equivalence of categories between
the category of groups and the category of functors N : Comop → Set such that (2)
is a bijection for every n ≥ 2 and such that |N(1)| = |N(•)| = 1.
The group corresponding to N is G = N(••), the product is
N
( )
: G×G→ G
and the unit and the inverse are
N
( )
and N
( )
.
4.2. Nerves of commutative Hopf algebras. By analogy with groups one can
define the nerve of a commutative Hopf algebra H ∈ C where C is a symmetric
monoidal category (SMC). It is a functor
NH : Com → ComAlg(C)
or equivalently, in view of Proposition 3.1, a symmetric lax monoidal functor
NH : Com → C.
On objects it is given by NH(•
n) = H⊗(n−1), NH(1) = 1C. The graphical algorithm
for computing NH(φ) for φ : •
m → •n is:
NH7−−→
H⊗4
H⊗3
⊲ put one H between any two consecutive •’s
⊲ for any consecutive pair •• in •m, if the order of the pair is reversed in the
image, apply S (depicted by ) to the corresponding H
⊲ if the distance of the two •’s in the image is k, apply iterated ∆ to get a
morphism H → H⊗k (if k = 0, apply ǫ)
⊲ finally multiply H ’s arriving between consecutive •’s in •n.
The coherence morphisms of NH (obtained from Proposition 3.1 and from the com-
mutative algebra structure of NH(•
n)) are as follows: for m,n > 0 the morphism
NH(•
m)⊗NH(•
n)→ NH(•
m+n) is
id
⊗(m−1)
H ⊗η ⊗ id
⊗(n−1)
H : H
⊗(m−1) ⊗H⊗(n−1) → H⊗(m+n−1)
and the remaining coherence morphisms are identities.
If C = Setop and ⊗ = × then H is a group and NH is its nerve, with the
identification NH(•
n) = Hn−1 given by (1).
One can recognize nerves of commutative Hopf algebras among all symmetric
lax monoidal functors Com → C by an analogue of the map (2). We shall say that
a braided lax monoidal functor N : Com → C or N : BrCom → C satisfies the nerve
condition if the morphisms N(••)⊗(n−1) → N(•n) given as the composition
(3a) N(••)⊗(n−1) → N(•2n−2)→ N(•n)
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(3b)
N(••)⊗3
N(•4)
(n = 4)
is an isomorphism for every n ≥ 2, and if the two morphisms
1C
cN1−−→ N(1)
N(η)
−−−→ N(•)
are also isomorphisms. We then have the following minor generalization of Propo-
sition 4.1 (which corresponds to the case C = Setop, ⊗ = ×).
Proposition 4.2 (Nerves of commutative Hopf algebras). Let C be a SMC. The
category of commutative Hopf algebras in C is equivalent to the category of sym-
metric lax monoidal functors
N : Com → C
satisfying the nerve condition.
The Hopf algebra corresponding to N is H = N(••). The commutative algebra
structure of H comes from the commutative algebra ••, i.e. the product is
m =
and the unit is the composition 1C → N(1) → N(••). The coproduct, the counit,
and the antipode are given by
∆ = ǫ = S =
where we implicitly use the isomorphisms N(•3) ∼= N(••)⊗2 and N(•) ∼= 1C given
by the nerve condition.
The proof is the same as for Proposition 4.1 and we leave its details to the reader.
4.3. Nerves of braided Hopf algebras. The previous proposition has a straight-
forward generalization to the world of noncommutative Hopf algebras (announced
and partially proven in [10]):
Theorem 4.3 (Nerves of braided Hopf algebras). Let C be a BMC. The category of
Hopf algebras with invertible antipodes in C is equivalent to the category of braided
lax monoidal functors
N : BrCom → C
satisfying the nerve condition.
The Hopf algebra corresponding to N is H = N(••). The algebra structure
of H comes from the algebra structure of •• (which is the tensor product of two
algebras •), i.e. the product of H is
m =
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and the unit is the composition 1C → N(1) → N(••). The coproduct, the counit,
and the antipode are given by
∆ = ǫ = S =
where we implicitly use the isomorphisms N(•3) ∼= N(••)⊗2 and N(•) ∼= 1C given
by the nerve condition.
The proof can be found in §7.1. Its main part is the construction of a suitable
N out of H , which is a braided version of the above-given construction H 7→ NH
for commutative Hopf algebras.
5. Infinitesimal braidings
5.1. Infinitesimally braided categories. If R is a commutative ring, an R-linear
category is a category enriched overR-modules, i.e. a category such that Hom(X,Y )
is an R-module for any two objects X and Y and such that the composition of
morphisms is R-bilinear.
An R-linear monoidal category is a category which is both R-linear and monoidal
and such that the tensor product of morphisms is R-bilinear.
If C is an R-linear monoidal category, let Cǫ be the R[ǫ]/(ǫ
2)-linear monoidal
category obtained by extension of scalars, i.e. Cǫ has the same objects as C and
HomCǫ(X,Y ) = HomC(X,Y )[ǫ]/(ǫ
2).
An R-infinitesimally braided monoidal category (R-iBMC) is a symmetric R-linear
monoidal category C with a natural transformation tX,Y : X ⊗ Y → X ⊗ Y called
infinitesimal braiding such that Cǫ with the modified braiding
βX,Y : = σX,Y ◦ (1 + ǫtX,Y )
(where σX,Y : X⊗Y → Y ⊗X is the symmetry in C) is a braided monoidal category.
Moreover, tX,Y is required to satisfy the symmetry condition
tY,X = σX,Y ◦ tX,Y ◦ σY,X .
The morphism tX,Y will be graphically represented by a horizontal chord
X
X
Y
Y
An i-braided lax/strong monoidal functor C1 → C2 between two R-iBMCs is an
R-linear symmetric lax/strong monoidal functor such that
F (tC1X,Y ) ◦ c
F
X,Y = c
F
X,Y ◦ t
C2
F (X),F (Y ).
Let us notice that any R-linear SMC becomes an R-iBMC if we set tX,Y = 0.
Example 5.1 ([4]). If g is a Lie algebra over R and t ∈ g ⊗ g is symmetric and
g-invariant then the symmetric monoidal category Ug-mod is R-i-braided via
tX,Y = ρX ⊗ ρY (t) ∈ End(X ⊗ Y ).
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5.2. Drinfeld associators. An iBMC is a SMC with a first order deformation of
the symmetry to a braiding. A natural question is whether one can extend this
first order deformation to a formal deformation.
If C is an R-linear category, let C~ be the R[[~]]-linear category with Ob(C~) =
Ob(C) and with
HomC~(X,Y ) = HomC(X,Y )[[~]].
Likewise, if F : C → C′ is an R-linear functor, let F~ : C~ → C
′
~
be its (continuous)
R[[~]]-linear extension, i.e.
F~
(∑
fn~
n
)
=
∑
F (fn)~
n, fn ∈ HomC(X,Y ).
Theorem 5.2 (Drinfeld [4]). There is an element Φ ∈ Q〈〈x, y〉〉 (a Drinfeld asso-
ciator), Φ = 1− [x, y]/24+ . . . , with the following property. If Q ⊂ R and if C is a
R-iBMC then C~ with the new braiding β
new
X,Y = σX,Y ◦ exp(~ tX,Y /2) and the new
associativity constraint
γnewX,Y,Z = γX,Y,Z ◦ Φ
(
~ tX,Y ⊗ idY , ~ γ
−1
X,Y,Z ◦ (idX ⊗tY,Z) ◦ γX,Y,Z
)
,
(where γX,Y,Z : (X ⊗ Y )⊗Z → X ⊗ (Y ⊗Z) is the associativity constraint of C) is
a BMC which we shall denote by CΦ
~
.
If F : C1 → C2 is an R-i-braided lax/strong monoidal functor then
F~ : (C1)
Φ
~
→ (C2)
Φ
~
,
with the same coherence morphisms, is braided lax/strong monoidal.
Notice that
βnewX,Y = σX,Y ◦ (1 +
~
2 tX,Y ) +O(~
2), γnewX,Y,Z = γX,Y,Z +O(~
2).
Also notice that if tX,Y = 0 for all objects X,Y ∈ C then C
Φ
~
= C~ as a symmetric
monoidal category, as then βnewX,Y = σX,Y and γ
new
X,Y,Z = γX,Y,Z .
5.3. Poisson algebras in infinitesimally braided categories. An (infinitesi-
mally braided) Poisson algebra in an iBMC C is a commutative algebra A ∈ C
together with a biderivation
p : A⊗A→ A
(the “Poisson bracket”) satisfying the modified skew-symmetry
p+ p ◦ σA,A = m ◦ tA,A
(where m : A⊗A→ A is the product) and the modified Jacobi identity
= + −
(using the notation p = and m = ).
If A is a Poisson algebra in an iBMC C and if F : C → C′ is an i-braided lax
monoidal functor then F (A) ∈ C′ is also a Poisson algebra.
If A1, A2 ∈ C are Poisson algebras then so is A1 ⊗A2, with the Poisson bracket
(4) + +
Under this tensor product, Poisson algebras in C form a monoidal category.
If C is an R-linear SMC with tX,Y = 0 (for all objects X,Y ) then these notions
reduce to the usual definition of Poisson algebras in a linear SMC, and to the usual
definition of their tensor products.
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We shall say that a commutative algebra A in C is strongly commutative if
m ◦ tA,A = 0. Then A with p = 0 is a Poisson algebra.
Example 5.3. If C = Ug-mod is as in Example 5.1 and if 1/2 ∈ R then Poisson
algebras in C are the same as g-quasi-Poisson algebras defined in [1]. Namely if we
split a Poisson bracket p on A ∈ C to its anti-symmetric and symmetric parts
p = {, }+
1
2
ρA ⊗ ρA(t)
then {, } is a g-invariant biderivation of the commutative algebra A satisfying
{a, {b, c}}+ c.p. =
1
4
φA(a⊗ b⊗ c)
where φA : A
⊗3 → A is given by φA = m
(3)
A ◦ ρ
⊗3
A (φ), where m
(3) : A⊗3 → A is the
product of 3 elements and φ = [1 ⊗ t, t⊗ 1] ∈
∧3
g ⊂ (Ug)⊗3.
Tensor product of Poisson algebras then corresponds to the fusion product from
op. cit.
The definition of Poisson algebras and of their tensor product come from the
following fact. Suppose that Q ⊂ R and let A be an algebra in CΦ
~
with a product
m~ =
∞∑
n=0
~nmn, mn ∈ HomC(A⊗A,A).
Let us suppose that m0 is commutative. If we define p ∈ HomC(A ⊗A,A) via the
braided commutator
(5) m~ −m~ ◦ β
−1
A,A = ~ p+O(~
2), i.e. p = m1 −m1 ◦ σA,A +
1
2
m0 ◦ tA,A
then m0 and p make A to a Poisson algebra in the iBMC C. We shall then say that
m~ is a quantization of the Poisson bracket p.
Moreover, if A1 and A2 are two such algebras in C
Φ
~
then the resulting Poisson
bracket on A1 ⊗A2 is given by (4).
If A ∈ C is strongly commutative then it remains, with the same product (i.e.
with m~ = m0) and unit, a commutative algebra in C
Φ
~
.
5.4. Infinitesimally braided props. An R-infinitesimally braided prop (or R-i-
braided prop) is a strict R-iBMC with objects •n, n ≥ 0, with the tensor product
of objects •m ⊗ •n = •m+n, and with the unit 1 = •0.
Let An be the Drinfeld-Kohno algebra
An := R
〈
ti,j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 6= j | tij = tji, [tij + tik, tjk] = 0,
[tij , tkl] = 0 if i, j, k, l are all different
〉
on which Sn acts by permuting the indices. For any R-i-braided prop P we have a
canonical map of R-algebras
(6) Sn ⋉An → End(•
n),
with Sn coming from the symmetric monoidal category structure and tij being the
chord connecting the i’th and j’th • in •n.
Example 5.4. Let iCom(R) be the R-i-braided prop of strongly commutative alge-
bras (initial among strict R-iBMCs with a chosen strongly commutative algebra.)
It is generated by morphisms m : •• → • and η : 1→ • modulo the relations saying
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that m is strongly commutative and associative and that η is its unit. Morphisms
are then R-linear combinations of “maps with chords”
modulo the strong commutativity relation
= 0
and the Drinfeld-Kohno relations (the defining relations of An).
6. Poisson Hopf algebras and their quantization
6.1. Poisson Hopf algebras in infinitesimally braided categories. An (in-
finitesimally braided) Poisson Hopf algebra in an iBMC C is a commutative Hopf
algebra H ∈ C together with a Poisson bracket p : H ⊗ H → H such that the
coproduct ∆: H → H ⊗H is a morphism of Poisson algebras.
Suppose that Q ⊂ R and fix an associator Φ. A quantization of a Poisson Hopf
algebra
(H,m0,∆0, η, ǫ, S0, p)
in C is a deformation of its product, coproduct, and antipode
m~ =
∞∑
n=0
~nmn ∆~ =
∞∑
n=0
~n∆n S~ =
∞∑
n=0
~nSn
s.t. (H,m~,∆~, η, ǫ, S~) is a Hopf algebra in the BMC C
Φ
~
and such that (5) holds.
6.2. Nerves of Poisson Hopf algebras. For Poisson Hopf algebras we have the
following analogue of Theorem 4.3.
Theorem 6.1 (Nerves of Poisson Hopf algebras). Let C be a R-iBMC. The category
of Poisson Hopf algebras in C is equivalent to the category of i-braided lax monoidal
functors
N : iCom(R)→ C
satisfying the nerve condition. The commutative Hopf algebra corresponding to N
is H = N(••), given by Proposition 4.2 (using the inclusion Com ⊂ iCom(R)), and
the Poisson bracket on H comes from the Poisson bracket on ••, i.e.
p =
The proof can be found in §7.2.
6.3. The “universal quantization functor”.
Proposition 6.2. There is a braided strong monoidal functor
UΦ : BrCom → iCom(Q)
Φ
~
whose reduction mod ~ is the projection BrCom → Com.
Proof. The algebra • ∈ iCom(Q) is strongly commutative, and thus it remains,
with the same product and unit, a commutative algebra in iCom(Q)Φ
~
. This gives
us a braided strong monoidal functor BrCom → iCom(Q)Φ
~
sending • to •, and its
reduction mod ~ has clearly the required property. 
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6.4. Quantization of Poisson Hopf algebras. Poisson Hopf algebras can be
quantized as follows.
Theorem 6.3. Let H be a Poisson Hopf algebra in an R-iBMC C, and let
N : iCom(R)→ C
be its nerve. Suppose that Q ⊂ R, and let Φ be a Drinfeld associator. Then the
composed braided lax monoidal functor
BrCom
UΦ−−→ iCom(Q)Φ
~
⊂ iCom(R)Φ
~
N~−−→ CΦ
~
satisfies the nerve condition. The resulting Hopf algebra structure on H ∈ CΦ
~
(cf.
Theorem 4.3) is a quantization of the Poisson Hopf algebra H ∈ C.
Proof. To see that the composed functor N˜ satisfies the nerve condition we reduce
it mod ~, and get the composition
BrCom
projection
−−−−−−→ Com
N
−→ C
which satisfies the nerve condition because N does. Since N˜ is its ~-deformation,
it also satisfies the nerve condition (which says that some morphisms should be
invertible).
We need to check that we get a quantization of the Poisson Hopf algebra. If m~
is the product on H ∈ CΦ
~
, we have
m~ −m~ ◦ β
−1
H,H = − = ~ +O(~
2)
and thus indeed m~ −m~ ◦ β
−1
H,H = ~ p + O(~
2) where p is the Poisson bracket of
the Poisson Hopf algebra H ∈ C. 
In the case when tX,Y = 0 for all objects X,Y ∈ C then the previous theorem
gives us a quantization of H to a Hopf algebra in the SMC C~ (the construction
thus uses an associator, but the category where the Hopf algebra lives does not
depend on it).
Remark 6.4. To see how the quantization depends on choices it is better to use
parenthesized versions of the props BrCom and iCom.
Following [2], if P is a (ordinary or braided or R-i-braided) prop, let PaP be
its parenthesized version. It is a (symmetric or braided or R-i-braided) non-strict
monoidal category equivalent to P: its objects are fully parenthesised words in •
(i.e. expressions built out of • using a non-associative product), and its morphisms
are the morphisms of P forgetting the parenthesization. A typical morphism in
PaBrCom looks as
( ( )) ( )
(( ) )
Theorems 4.3 and 6.1 remain true with PaBrCom and PaiCom in place of BrCom
and iCom (both the nerve condition and the definition of ∆ require a choice of a
parenthesization, but the result is independent of this choice).
The advantage of this setup is that now we have a unique strict braided monoidal
functor PaUΦ : PaBrCom → PaiCom
Φ
~
given by the commutative algebra structure
on • and thus the resulting quantization of Poisson Hopf algebras depends only on
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the associator Φ and not on the choice of the non-unique UΦ. A similar argument
also gives us an action of the Grothendieck-Teichmueller Lie algebra grt on the prop
of Poisson Hopf algebras by derivations.
6.5. External products and cocommutative coalgebra enrichment. In this
section we summarize the language necessary to formulate the compatibility of our
quantization with tensor products of Hopf algebras.
If C1 and C2 are R-linear categories, let C1 ⊠R C2 be the R-linear category with
Ob(C1 ⊠R C2) = Ob(C1)×Ob(C2)
and with
HomC1⊠RC2
(
(X1, X2), (Y1, Y2)
)
= HomC1(X1, Y1)⊗R HomC2(X2, Y2)
In an R-linear monoidal category C the tensor product is an R-linear functor
⊗ : C⊠R C→ C
If C1 and C2 are R-linear monoidal or braided R-linear monoidal then so is
C1 ⊠R C2: ⊗ is given componentwise, i.e. (X1, X2)⊗ (Y1, Y2) = (X1 ⊗ Y1, X2 ⊗ Y2)
and similarly for morphisms, 1C1⊠RC2 = (1C1 , 1C2), and we have
γC1⊠RC2 = γC1 ⊗R γ
C2 and βC1⊠RC2 = βC1 ⊗R β
C2
and likewise for the unit morphisms. Moreover, if C1 and C2 are R-iBMCs then so
is C1 ⊠R C2, with the infinitesimal braiding
tC1⊠RC2 = tC1 ⊗R id+ id⊗Rt
C2 .
In addition to R-linear categories let us consider also categories enriched over
the category of cocommutative R-coalgebras. We shall call them R-cc enriched cat-
egories. In an R-cc enriched BMC the associativity morphisms γX,Y,Z , the braiding
morphisms βX,Y , and the unit morphisms are required to be grouplike (so that they
are R-cc enriched natural transformations).
An R-cc enriched iBMC is an R-cc enriched SMC with an infinitesimal braiding
such that tX,Y is primitive for every X,Y (which is equivalent to the deformed
braiding σX,Y ◦ (1 + ǫ tX,Y ) being grouplike).
If C is an R-cc enriched BMC or an R-cc enriched iBMC then the functor
∆C : C→ C⊠R C,
given on objects by ∆C(X) = (X,X) and on morphisms by the coalgebra coproduct,
is braided (or infinitesimally braided) strictly monoidal.
In particular, if P is an R-cc enriched prop (or a braided prop, or an i-braided
prop) and if P→ C1,2 are two R-linear symmetric (or braided or i-braided) strong
monoidal functors, then by composition with ∆P : P→ P⊠R P we get a symmetric
(or braided or i-braided) strong monoidal functor P→ C1 ⊠R C2.
Remark 6.5. If an R-i-braided prop P is R-cc enriched then the map (6) is a
morphism of cocommutative R-bialgebras, where tij ’s are primitive elements and
permutations grouplike elements of Sn ⋉An.
Example 6.6. The R-i-braided prop iCom(R) is R-cc enriched, if we demand its
generating morphisms m : •• → • and η : 1 → • to be grouplike. This corresponds
to the fact that if A1,2 ∈ C1,2 are two strongly commutative algebras then
(A1, A2) ∈ C1 ⊠R C2 with m = m1 ⊗R m2 and η = η1 ⊗R η2
is also strongly commutative.
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Example 6.7. Let iPoissHopf(R) be the R-i-braided prop of Poisson Hopf alge-
bras. It is naturally R-cc enriched, with all the generating morphisms (product,
coproduct, unit, counit, antipode) being grouplike, except for the Poisson bracket
which is primitive. Again this means that if H1,2 ∈ C1,2 are Poisson Hopf algebras
then so is (H1, H2) ∈ C1 ⊠R C2.
Example 6.8. Let PoissHopf(R) be the R-linear prop of Poisson Hopf algebras.
It is naturally R-cc enriched, in the same way as iPoissHopf(R). If C is an R-linear
SMC then ⊗ : C ⊠R C → C is a symmetric strong monoidal functor. If H1,2 ∈ C
are Poisson Hopf algebras, then so is (H1, H2) ∈ C ⊠R C, and thus also its image
H1 ⊗H2 ∈ C is a Poisson Hopf algebra.
Let us finish with the compatibility of Drinfeld’s construction of the BMC CΦ
~
with the product of categories ⊠ and with R-cc enrichment. Drinfeld [4] showed
that Φ can be chosen grouplike (wrt. the coproduct where x and y are primitive);
from now on we shall assume that Φ is grouplike. This implies that
(C1 ⊠R C2)
Φ
~
= (C1)
Φ
~
⊠R[[~]] (C2)
Φ
~
(as R[[~]]-linear BMCs)
and also that if C is an R-cc enriched iBMC then CΦ
~
is an R[[~]]-cc enriched BMC.
6.6. Quantization in terms of props and compatibility with products. If
D an R-cc enriched BMC, let Dgl ⊂ D be the its sub-BMC with all the objects but
only the grouplike morphisms. If C is a BMC we shall say that a braided monoidal
functor F : C→ D is grouplike if its image and coherence morphisms are in Dgl.
Example 6.9. The braided strong monoidal functor UΦ : BrCom → iCom(Q)
Φ
~
is
grouplike. This is because the commutative algebra • ∈ iCom(Q)Φ
~
is a commutative
algebra in the subcategory
(
iCom(Q)Φ
~
)
gl, as m and η are grouplike morphisms.
We can now recast Theorem 6.3 into the language of props. Let Hopf be the
prop of Hopf algebras.
Theorem 6.10. There is a grouplike braided strong monoidal functor
QbrΦ : BrHopf → iPoissHopf(Q)
Φ
~
, QbrΦ (•
n) = •n (∀n)
and a grouplike morphism of props
QΦ : Hopf → PoissHopf(Q)~
such that the resulting Hopf algebra structure on • is a quantization of the Poisson
Hopf algebra structure on •.
Proof. Since • is a Poisson-Hopf algebra in iPoissHopf(Q), by Theorem 6.3 we get
its quantization in iPoissHopf(Q)Φ
~
, and thus a braided strong monoidal functor
QbrΦ : BrHopf → iPoissHopf(Q)
Φ
~ , Q
br
Φ (•
n) = •n (∀n).
To see that QbrΦ is grouplike, let us notice that the nerve functor corresponding
to the Poisson Hopf algebra • ∈ iPoissHopf(Q),
N : iCom(Q)→ iPoissHopf(Q),
is R-cc enriched i-braided lax monoidal. As a result
N~ : iCom(Q)
Φ
~
→ iPoissHopf(Q)Φ
~
is R-cc enriched braided lax monoidal, and thus its composition with UΦ is a group-
like braided lax monoidal functor BrCom → iPoissHopf(Q)Φ
~
. As a result, all the
defining operations of the resulting braided Hopf algebra • ∈ iPoissHopf(Q)Φ
~
are
grouplike, and thus QbrΦ is grouplike.
Applying the same construction and reasoning to PoissHopf(Q) we get a grouplike
morphism of props QΦ : Hopf → PoissHopf(Q)~. 
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The previous theorem puts our quantization of Poisson Hopf algebras to the
following form. If H ∈ C is a Poisson Hopf algebra in an R-iBMC with Q ⊂ R,
i.e. if we have a Q-i-braided strong monoidal functor F : iPoissHopf(Q) → C with
F (•) = H , then we compose F~ with Q
br
Φ and thus make H to a Hopf algebra in
CΦ
~
. If the infinitesimal braiding of C vanishes then we can work with PoissHopf
and QΦ in place of iPossHopf and Q
br
Φ .
If H ∈ C is a Poisson Hopf algebra, let HΦ
~
∈ CΦ
~
denote the same object H with
its new Hopf algebra structure. The fact that QbrΦ and QΦ are grouplike gives us
the following.
Corollary 6.11. Suppose that H1 ∈ C1 and H2 ∈ C2 are Poisson Hopf algebras.
Then also (H1, H2) ∈ C1⊠R C2 is a Poisson Hopf algebra, and we have the equality
of Hopf algebras
(H1
Φ
~ , H2
Φ
~ ) = (H1, H2)
Φ
~ ∈ C1
Φ
~ ⊠R[[~]] C2
Φ
~ = (C1 ⊠R C2)
Φ
~ .
If C has vanishing infinitesimal braiding, and thus CΦ
~
= C~ is a SMC, and if
H1,2 ∈ C are Poisson Hopf algebras, then also
(H1 ⊗H2)
Φ
~ = H1
Φ
~ ⊗H2
Φ
~ .
7. Proofs of the nerve theorems
7.1. Nerves of braided Hopf algebras (proof of Theorem 4.3). We can
suppose that C is strict monoidal. We shall prove the theorem in the following
form: there is an isomorphism of categories between Hopf algebras with invertible
antipodes in C and braided lax monoidal functors N : BrCom → C which satisfy the
strict nerve condition: the isomorphisms in the nerve condition are required to be
identities.
Let us construct N = NH : BrCom → C out of a Hopf algebra H . By the strict
nerve condition we have
NH(•
n) = H⊗(n−1).
The strict nerve condition also implies that the coherence morphisms
NH(•
m)⊗NH(•
n)→ NH(•
m+n)
for m,n > 0 are
id
⊗(m−1)
H ⊗η ⊗ id
⊗(n−1)
H : H
⊗(m−1) ⊗H⊗(n−1) → H⊗(m+n−1)
where η : 1C → H is the unit of H and that the remaining coherence morphisms
are identities.
The main part of the proof is to describe the values of NH on the morphisms of
BrCom. Let us do it and illustrate it with the example
NH
( )
: H⊗3 → H⊗2
If φ : •m → •n, we get NH(φ) : H
⊗(m−1) → H⊗(n−1) as follows:
⊲ We start by drawing m points on a horizontal line ℓ in the plane. There
are m − 1 intervals between these points, each of them carrying one copy
of H .
ℓ
H H H
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⊲ The morphisms (braid) φ can be interpreted as an isotopy of the plane
between the identity and a diffeomorphism ψ of R2, such that the isotopy
stays the identity outside a large disk. The diffeomorphism ψ brings the m
points to n different landing pads, again situated along a horizontal line.
ψ(ℓ)
⊲ Now we draw n − 1 vertical orange lines between the landing pads. We
suppose that they intersect ψ(ℓ) transversely. If the ψ-image of an interval
meets a orange line k times, we apply the coproduct k − 1 times on the
copy of H associated to that interval. If k = 0, we use to counit. At this
point we have one copy of H for each intersection point, i.e. we produced
a morphism H⊗(n−1) → H⊗M where M is the number of the intersections.
H H H H H
⊲ For each of the intersection points P we find the total number of half-turns
kP when moving along ψ(ℓ) (turns in the positive direction are counted
positively, in the negative direction negatively). Then we apply SkP to the
copy of H corresponding to P .
kP : 0 1 1 0 0
⊲ We move each of the M H ’s with the isotopy, and finally multiply them
along the orange vertical lines from the bottom to the top. Composing all
these morphisms we get NH(φ) : H
⊗(n−1) → H⊗(m−1). (The multiplication
is done by first moving the intersection points to a horizontal position, with
the bottom-most points on the left and the top-most on the right, and then
multiplying the corresponding H ’s.)
In our example we thus have (suppressing the braiding in C in the formula)
a ⊗ b ⊗ c
a
S(b(1))S(b(2))
c(1) c(2)
S(b(2)) c(1) aS(b(1)) c(2)⊗
i.e. NH(φ) : H
⊗3 → H⊗2 is
To see that NH(φ) is well defined, i.e. independent of the details of the isotopy
and of the transversals, we need to verify that it is invariant under moves of the
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type
↔
This invariance follows from the defining property of the antipode.
The fact that NH is a functor, i.e. that NH(φ1 ◦φ2) = NH(φ1)◦NH(φ2), follows
from H being a bialgebra. Namely, letm(p) : H⊗p → H denote the iterated product
m(0) = η, m(p+1) = m ◦ (m(p) ⊗ idH).
and ∆(q) : H → H⊗q the iterated coproduct
∆(0) = ǫ, ∆(q+1) = (∆(q) ⊗ idH) ◦∆.
Then for each p, q we have
(7) (m(q))⊗p ◦ τp,q ◦ (∆
(p))⊗q = ∆(p) ◦m(q)
where τp,q : H
⊗pq → H⊗pq is given by the braid which reshuffles q groups, each made
of p strands, into p groups, each made of q strands, by taking the first element of
each group together, then second etc., using overcrossings only.
τ2,3 =
The expression for NH(φ1 ◦ φ2) differs from the expression for NH(φ1) ◦ NH(φ2)
only by replacing several RHSs of (7) with the LHSs, and so they are equal. (If we
use the “∆ is horizontal and m vertical” convention as in the construction of NH
then the identity (7) is the commutativity of the diagram
(∆(p))⊗q
m(q) (m(q))⊗p
∆(p)
(p = 2, q = 3)
which is more enlightening in our context.)
Finally, the fact that NH is braided lax monoidal and that it satisfies the strict
nerve condition is evident. Moreover the constructionH 7→ NH is clearly functorial.
If N : BrCom → C satisfies the strict nerve condition then checking that HN :=
N(••) (with the operations given in the theorem) is a Hopf algebra is a simple
manipulation with diagrams; it is also a special case of Theorem 1 from [10]. Again
the construction N 7→ HN is functorial. One easily checks that HNH = H (as Hopf
algebras).
It remains to check that given a Hopf algebra H there is only one braided lax
monoidalN : BrCom → C satisfying the strict nerve condition and givingH . Indeed,
one can easily determine the values N(φ) for the morphisms φ of the following type
(giving the same results as the functor NH constructed above):
Since these morphisms generate BrCom, this implies that N is unique.
Remark 7.1. The functor NH can alternatively be constructed as follows. If D is
the category ofH-dimodules in C (the Yetter-Drinfeld category) then H is naturally
a commutative algebra in D, and thus we have a braided strong monoidal functor
F : BrCom → D, F (•n) = H⊗n. H-coinvariants (of the H-coaction on dimodules)
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is then a braided lax monoidal functor D → C (in general this functor might not
be defined on whole of D, but it is defined on the image of F ), and we can define
NH as the composition of these two braided lax monoidal functors.
In more detail, H-dimodules are objects X of C equipped with a (left) H-action
and H-coaction, such that for any H-module Y the C-morphism
β˜X,Y : X ⊗ Y → Y ⊗X, β˜X,Y =
Y
Y
X
X
is a morphism of H-modules. The category D of H-dimodules is braided via β˜. H
is an H-comodule via ∆ and there is a unique H-module structure on H such that
the action H ⊗ Y → Y is an H-modules morphism for every H-module Y . This
makes H to an object of D, and its algebra structure makes it to a commutative
algebra in D.
7.2. Nerves of Poisson Hopf algebras (proof of Theorem 6.1). The main
part of the proof is again constructing a suitable NH : iCom → C out of a Poisson
Hopf algebra H ∈ C. The most natural approach would be to use the construction
for braided Hopf algebras, introduce suitable filtrations, and then pass to the asso-
ciated graded, but it seems to be technically difficult. Instead we use the (standard)
categorico-graphical madness coming from a semiclassical version of Remark 7.1.
An H-dimodule is an object X ∈ C which is a left H-comodule and is also
equipped with a morphism
ρ : X ⊗H → X,
X
X
H
satisfying
− = and = +
(using the notation ǫ = ) and the compatibility between ρ and the coaction
− = −
Let D denote the category of H-dimodules. It is an R-iBMC: the tensor product
of two dimodules is again a dimodule via
= +
and the infinitesimal braiding in D is
t˜X,Y = tX,Y + rX,Y + σY,X ◦ rY,X ◦ σX,Y
where
rX,Y = −
X Y
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H is naturally an object in D: the coaction is ∆ and ρ : H ⊗H → H is given by
ρ =
Moreover H is a strongly commutative algebra in D. This implies that we have an
i-braided strong monoidal functor F : iCom(R)→ D, F (•n) = H⊗n.
If X is an H-comodule with coaction c : X → H ⊗X , let C(X) ∈ C denote the
coinvariants of the coaction, i.e. the equalizer of
X H ⊗X.
c
η⊗idX
The equalizer might not exist for all H-comodules, but it does exist for H (with
c = ∆) and for all its tensor powers. We have C(H⊗n) ∼= H⊗(n−1) via the morphism
H⊗(n−1) → H⊗n
(n = 4)
This finally allows us to construct NH as C ◦ F .
Once NH is constructed, the rest of the proof is as in §7.1.
8. Beyond Hopf algebras
The main idea of this paper was that groups (or commutative Hopf algebras)
have symmetric nerves, and that deforming this symmetric structure to a braided
structure provides their quantization. A natural idea is to extend it to other objects
having symmetric nerves. The simplest option is to generalize groups to groupoids.
The quantum object that we get is “quantum groupoids with a classical base”.
Definition 8.1 (Maltsionitis [8]). A semicommutative Hopf algebroid over a com-
mutative ring R is a pair of R-algebras B and H, with B commutative, with the
following additional structure:
⊲ two R-algebra homomorphisms ηL, ηR : B → Z(H) (where Z(H) is the cen-
ter of H), thus making H to a B-B-bimodule
⊲ B-B-bimodule morphisms ∆: H → H ⊗B H and ǫ : H → B making H
to a coalgebra in the monoidal category of B-B-bimodules, which are also
algebra morphisms
⊲ an invertible R-algebra anti-homomorphism S : H → H such that
S ◦ ηL = ηR S ◦ ηR = ηL
m ◦ (idH ⊗BS) ◦∆ = ǫ ◦ ηL, m ◦ (S ⊗B idH) ◦∆ = ǫ ◦ ηR
where m is the product on H.
Remark 8.2. For simplicity we gave the definition in the category of R-modules.
The definition and also the rest of this section can be generalized to BMCs where
H ⊗B H and its iterations are well defined and behaved. The only change that
needs to be done is that ηL : B → H should be a left-central and ηR : B → H a
right central morphism of algebras.
A commutative Hopf algebroid corresponds to the case when H is commutative.
A semicommutative Poisson Hopf algebroid is a commutative Hopf algebroid to-
gether with a Poisson bracket on H with the properties that the maps ηL,R send B
to the Poisson center ofH and ∆: H → H⊗BH and ǫ : H → B are Poisson algebra
morphisms (where the Poisson bracket on B is zero). The quantization problem is
to deform m, ∆, and S (the rest of the structure is not deformed) so that we obtain
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a semicommutative Hopf algebroid and so that the deformed m is a quantization
of the Poisson bracket on H .
This problem can again be solved using nerves. If N : BrCom → R-mod or
N : Com → R-mod is a braided lax monoidal functor then N(•) ∈ R-mod is a
commutative algebra and the map (3) is easily seen to factor through
N(••)⊗N(•) N(••)⊗N(•) · · · ⊗N(•) N(••)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−1
→ N(•n).
We shall say that N satisfies the Segal condition [9] (or groupoid nerve condition)
if the latter map is an isomorphism for every n and if N(1) = R (the unit object
of the category R-mod).
Theorem 8.3 (Nerves of semicommutative Hopf algebroids). The category of semi-
commutative Hopf algebroids over R is equivalent to the category of braided lax
monoidal functors
N : BrCom → R-mod
satisfying the Segal condition. The same is true for commutative Hopf algebroids
and symmetric lax monoidal functors
N : Com → R-mod.
The Hopf algebroid corresponding to N is
H = N(••) B = N(•).
The algebra structure on H and B comes from the algebra structure of •• and •.
The remaining operations are given by
∆ = ǫ = S =
ηL = ηR =
where we implicitly use the isomorphism N(•3) ∼= N(••)⊗N(•) N(••) given by the
Segal condition.
Finally, semicommutative Poisson Hopf algebroids over R are equivalent to R-
i-braided lax monoidal functors
N : iCom(R)→ R-mod
satisfying the Segal condition. The Poisson bracket on H comes from the Poisson
bracket on ••.
The theorem can be proven by a suitable modification of the proofs in §7; we
leave the details to the reader.
If Q ⊂ R, we get from this theorem immediately a solution of the quantization
problem: If N : iCom(R)→ R-mod is the nerve of a semicommutative Poisson Hopf
algebroid then the composition of braided lax monoidal functors
BrCom
UΦ−−→ iCom(Q)Φ~ ⊂ iCom(R)
Φ
~
N~−−→ R-mod~
satisfies the Segal condition and thus gives us a semicommutative Hopf algebroid.
An interesting question remains whether our method can be applied for quanti-
zation of other objects with symmetric nerves (higher groups or groupoids).
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